
{ One player may play a card now.

{ Destroy 1 ongoing card.

{ Until the start of your next turn, 
increase melee damage dealt by hero 
targets by 1.

Reshape
Power: discard a card. If you 

do, draw 2 cards.

ART BY MATTHEW BISHOP

Reveal cards from the top of your 
deck until you reveal a Combo and a 
Finisher and put them into your hand. 
Shuffle the other revealed cards back 
into your deck.

Quicksilver  may deal herself 2 melee 
damage and play a Combo Now.

One-shot
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"Let's dance!"
- Quicksilver, Freedom Five #375
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"Found her in the middle of
that fortress; you should have seen 

what she did to the place."
- Doc Havoc, Quicksilver #65
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Quicksilver deals each non-hero target 
1 projectile damage.

You may play a Finisher, or Quicksilver 
may deal herself 2 melee damage and 
play a Combo.

One-shot, Combo
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Quicksilver deals 1 target 2 melee 
damage, then 1 target 1 melee damage.

You may play a Finisher, or Quicksilver 
may deal herself 2 melee damage and 
play a Combo.

One-shot, Combo

"I don't care how big, it's still 
considered a delicacy in some parts of 

the world."
- Quicksilver, Chivalry #10
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Destroy a target with 3 or fewer HP, or 
deal 1 target 3 irreducible melee 
damage.

One-shot, Finisher

        The Knight: "Your armor
                    rivals my own."
Quicksilver: "Armor is for defense.
            This isn't armor."
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Quicksilver may deal 6 melee damage to 
a target with more than 8HP, or 3 melee 
damage to a target with 8 or fewer HP.
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"Subject is capable of
forming its liquid metal sheath into 
lethal projectile munitions. Warrants 

further study."
- Cpt. Reager, Quicksilver #1
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the target?!"
- Cpt. Reager, Quicksilver #1
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"It's getting harder and harder to 
retract this alloy skin."
- Quicksilver, The Chase #11
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Quicksilver: "Armor is for defense.
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When this card enters play, draw a card.

You may redirect any damage dealt by other 
hero targets to Quicksilver.

Whenever Quicksilver takes damage this way, 
she deals 1 non-hero target X damage of 
the same type, where X is the damage that 
was dealt to Quicksilver plus 1.

Ongoing, Limited

  Halcyon Soldier: "Sir! She's shooting
               electrified metal spikes!"
       Cpt. Reager: "Don't be stupid."

- The Living Island #7
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Increase all damage dealt by 1.

The first time a hero target would be 
dealt damage by a non-hero target 
during the villain turn, you may 
redirect that damage to Quicksilver.

Power: destroy this card.

Ongoing, Limited
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"Follow her lead."
- The Stranger, The Cauldron One-Shot
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If Quicksilver currently has less than 
her max HP, increase damage she deals 
to non-hero targets by 1.

If Quicksilver has 10 or fewer HP, 
increase damage she deals to non-hero 
targets by an additional 1.

Ongoing, Limited

"I'm losing my temper here."
- Quicksilver, Halcyon Black Limited Series #1
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The first time each turn that Quicksilver 
would deal herself damage to play a 
Combo card, prevent that damage.
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The liquid metal skin of her hand 
shifted rapidly, forming spines, blades, 
and an assortment of other unfriendly 

implements.
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Quicksilver regains 6HP.

Immediately end your turn.

One-shot
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"Ineffective! Repeat,
target is not down!"

- Halcyon Officer, Quicksilver #1
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ART BY MATTHEW BISHOP

You may draw an extra card during 
your draw phase.

Ongoing, LImited

"I'm still not sure what they did
to me," she replied, through the haze 
of images. She glanced up at Havoc. 

"Or if they did anything at all."
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If Quicksilver would be reduced from 
greater than 1 HP to 0 or fewer HP, 
restore her to 1HP.

Power: if Quicksilver has not dealt 
damage this turn, she regains 
3HP.
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"Analysis: polymimetic
bio-alloy is extremely resilient and 
possibly sentient; comparable with 

nanomachinery capabilities."
- Omnitron-X, Blood and Mercury #18
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may play a card.

Ongoing
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"You want some, birdie?"
- Quicksilver, Quicksilver #29
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